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How to write a family history to remember

What’s your
Whether you’d like to write your family history simply for relatives, or
even if you have ambitions to publish, it can be hard to know where to
start. Jane Moss offers some creative tips to help you write a story to
remember. Let’s get started.

What interests you?
First, review your research. It
may seem an obvious thing
to do, but if you have been
focusing on dates, names
and places, you may not
have spotted some of the
compelling stories between
the lines. Return to your
material with a fresh eye.
Make a note of the events
and incidents that interest or
surprise you, and be on the
lookout for a theme. Truth
can be stranger than fiction
and the themes we enjoy
when we read novels are
all present in stories about
real lives. There might be
a rags to riches story, a tale
of unrequited love, or an
adventure half way around
the world. These are the
page turners which keep us
interested in the story.

Seek out intriguing characters; the
ones you identify with, or an ancestor
who achieved something of note,
such as an inventor or explorer. You
might find someone with a talent or an
eccentricity, or an occupation through
which you could describe their world;
medicine or seafaring for instance.

Who are you writing for?
It is worth giving some thought to
who your readers are. The answer
might simply be yourself and your
family, or you might have ambitions to
publish. Your choice of who to write
for will help determine the format. For
instance, if you are writing for your
family, you might consider print, or
a website or blog that can be shared.
There are many online resources to

help you self publish: www.wordpress.
com offers free blogs and www.blurb.
co.uk is just one example of a site that
enables you to produce your own book
using photographs and text. Search on
Google for ‘publish my own book’ and
you will find more suggestions; some
free, some for a fee.
The more specific you can be
about your readership, the easier it

Truth can be stranger than fiction
and the themes we enjoy when we
read novels are all present in stories
about real lives
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M

ost writers would agree
that real life is their
greatest inspiration. True
stories often spark fiction
and poetry, and they are the bedrock
of ‘life writing’, whether biography
(someone else’s story), autobiography
(your own story) or memoir (an aspect
of your life, rather than the whole life
story). Those of us who research family
history and write about it are lucky.
We have a deep well of characters and
events to draw upon and a wealth of
information to lend authenticity to our
descriptions of the past. Where there
are gaps we can use our imagination,
but the hardest part is knowing where
to start. Just like setting out on a
journey, it helps to have a map.
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family story?
is to choose how and what to write.
If you decide to write for younger
family members consider a balance
of words and pictures. Children will
be interested in what it was like to be
a child in previous centuries, so you
might find your theme – such as going
to school, children’s games, or the
experience of war – that way.
Your written account need not be
a lengthy narrative. It could take the
form of a scrapbook, travelogue or

selection of letters and diary extracts.
A collection of short pieces, such as
100-word stories to accompany a photo
album, can be an effective way to
contain a wealth of material.

Whose story do I want to
tell?
Ask yourself ‘Whose story do I want
to tell?’ The characters and events
that move or intrigue you are likely to
appeal to others too. Is there someone

Just go for it!
Historical novelist Karen Charlton has successfully
published her account of an ancestor’s desperate
battle to avoid the gallows in Catching the Eagle. Set in
Northumberland, and complete with a notorious Regency
robbery, a woeful miscarriage of justice and a budding love
triangle, Karen’s story appeals to a much wider readership
than solely her family, so we asked her for some insider tips.
Family Tree: What’s your one tip for getting on and writing
those first words?
Karen: Just go for it! Telling the story of our ancestors all
starts with the same nerve-wracking experience; a blank
page. It’s a daunting task to write a book, even for an
experienced author. But an aspiring writer needs to put all
that out of their mind and focus on filling page one with
text. Pick a time when most of the family are out of the
house, switch on some relaxing music, write
‘Chapter One’ at the top of the page and then
begin.
At this stage, it doesn’t matter what you
write, if it makes sense or if it is correctly
punctuated – you will come back time-andtime-again to those first lines to revise them.
But nothing, absolutely nothing, will ever
happen if you don’t make a start.
Family Tree: Which format did you prefer?
Your novel, Catching the Eagle, or your
non-fiction account of how you did your
research, Seeking our Eagle?
Karen: To be honest, I like them both
but Seeking Our Eagle will probably be my
only non-fiction book for a while. There’s
a massive difference between penning

a fictionalised version of an
ancestral story and a non-fiction
account of the same events. Fiction
readers (and fiction publishers)
look for drama, tension, strong
characterisation, a plot which
enthrals them and reaches a
satisfactory emotional conclusion. A novelist needs to
subtly blend the historical detail into the narrative and
remember that in fiction, the plot must always come first.
This can lead to tough decisions about what to put into the
book and what to leave out. Fortunately novelists can use
artistic license, but non-fiction is a genre that will better
suit historical purists.

Asking
the
author

Family Tree: With hindsight, is there anything you would do
differently with your first book?
Karen: Yes. When submitting a novel to publishers I
would strongly recommend that authors emphasise that
their book is based on a true story about real people and
historical events. Publishers love books which they can
tag with ‘Based on a True Story’. So
don’t be timid – go for it!

But nothing, absolutely
nothing, will ever happen
if you don’t make a start
Catching the Eagle is available from Amazon
priced £19.99 hardback, £11.56 paperback
and £8.04 kindle. Karen has subsequently
written and published Seeking our Eagle (£8.99
paperback, £2.87 kindle) – her account of how
she researched and wrote Catching the Eagle.
www.karencharlton.com.
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whose story is shouting to be told? Do
you feel something in common with an
ancestor? If you feel passionate about
your subject, your passion will come
across in your writing.

Finding your plot
Deciding whose story to tell is one
thing; choosing which part to focus
on and where to start is another.
Short stories tend to pitch the reader
straight into the action. Novels often
do not start at the beginning, but
use techniques like flashback to
give background information as the
story unfolds. One good piece of

advice from the American writer Kurt
Vonnegut is to ‘Start as close to the
end as possible’. This means avoiding
lengthy preambles. In other words, cut
to the chase.
To get to the heart of the story you
want to tell, try this: take a piece of
A3 paper and draw a horizontal line
across the middle. Focusing on a
character or a period in your family
history, mark this line with the main
events, as far as you know them, in
chronological order. Write the positive
events above the line. Below it, write
the setbacks such as death, war, or loss
of livelihood.

Just begin

Asking
the
author

Meticulously researched and lavishly illustrated with over
a hundred photos and maps, Jan Worthington’s Inky
Fingers explores the life, times and family of her 2x greatgrandfather, unsung hero and New Zealand pioneer, Elijah
Tucker. Find out a bit more about the publishing decisions
she had to take.
Family Tree: Was it easy to choose a
topic for your Inky Fingers?
Jan: In every family there is invariably
one person, one family or one
generation who stands out from the
crowd. Elijah Tucker, a printer, was the
focal point of my story. If your family
has not left enough footprints to write
a book, you can usually find sufficient
information to write a short story. Just
begin writing – it doesn’t matter where
– and in my experience a book has a
way of finding its own style and pace
and dictates to you where it would like
to start and finish.
Family Tree: Do you think it’s valuable

to include the wider historical context?
Jan: Elijah Tucker’s story, as told in Inky Fingers,
was sourced from his obituary and supported by
further research, and his printed books, hand
written letters and carte de visites were given to
me by family members and helped to flesh out
the story. I consider the wider historical context
is vitally important for any written family history,
answering the questions why certain events took place in the
lives of our ancestors and how history affected their lives.
Family Tree: What factors helped you decide to publish in
hardback?
Jan: Having put in years of research and expense I felt the
story was worthy of being presented in the best possible way
and I wanted the book to last for future generations. Six
copies of Inky Fingers were also printed and bound in the
hand tooled leather and marbled board style used by Elijah
Tucker in the early 1840s. Some of these
special copies have been deposited in
major libraries.

In my experience a book
has a way of finding its own
style and pace
Inky Fingers is available from www.sag.
org.au/shop/overseas/inky-fingers-detail.
html in hardback, priced £25, NZ$45 and
Australian$40 plus shipping.
NZ stockist Garth Worthington, Worthington
Clark (NZ) Pty Ltd; garth.worthington@xtra.
co.nz.
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A bit of luck

Asking
the
author

Chris Paton’s The Mount Stewart Murder ticks all the boxes
for a family history whodunnit, with thorough research, lively characters
and the page-turning quest to find the villain. We asked him how he got
started...
Family Tree: What one thing do you wish you’d known, before you started
writing The Mount Stewart Murder?
Chris: The one thing I wish I knew? Who the killer was! Quite seriously
though, not knowing who was guilty meant that it was hard to focus towards
the motive of whoever did it, so I had to explore the motives of several
potential suspects – though in many ways that actually made it more
interesting. The only other thing I wished I could have resolved was what
happened to one of the suspects, Christina Miller, but her name was too
common, so she sort of disappears after the trial. Beyond that, I’m very
happy with it.
Family Tree: Who did you have in mind as your audience, when
you began writing this book?
Chris: Unlike my other books, written as commercial concerns,
this book was deliberately written as an account for my sons. It
was already half written when I learned it was the UK’s longest
unsolved case by a modern police force, thanks to a freedom of
information request by the BBC. If that hadn’t happened, there
would have been no peg for publication, so it would have been
finished as a self-publication job just for my kids. The fact there
was another angle on it that gave it commercial viability was a
very late development, but a great bit of luck!
The Mount Stewart Murder was published by The History Press 2012,
RRP £14.99, www.thehistorypress.co.uk/index.php/crime-historybooks/the-mount-stewart-murder.html.
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Your goals – check list
Let’s get started. Here’s a simple
round-up of some decisions you can
start to make:
l decide on a theme
l identify your main ancestral
characters
l choose your audience
l begin to plan your plot

The events below the line are the
challenges your ancestors have faced.
Above the line you will have their
achievements. Notice how fortunes
may have been reversed at certain
times of their lives, or how a run of
events might cluster together to make
a dramatic episode. These are the
incidents and dramas around which
to focus your story. In effect, you are
finding your plot.
There is a lot more to think about
and many choices for you to make
as you start to draft; questions such
as ‘which point of view shall I write
from?’; ‘is it alright to use imagination
to fill gaps?’ and ‘how can I use
dialogue?’.
Follow these steps and you could
become the proud author of your very
own family history book. Now that
would be quite an achievement and
something to be treasured by your
family for many years to come.

How to write a family history to remember

Bring your
ancestors
alive on
the page

Tips, tricks & case studies
Discover how to mine your family research for
the compelling characters that make literary gold,
when writing up your family story with Jane Moss’s
practical and inspiring tips...

W

ondering where to
start? Begin by finding
your ‘protagonist’; the
compelling character
who is at the heart of your family’s
story. To find him, her or them,
look for the figures that stand out
in your research. Follow a line, a
surname, a theme (such as war), or
an occupation that has been pursued
through generations. The lead
character in your family history may
be famous or infamous; the head of
the family or someone influential in
the background, the black sheep, a
pioneer, inventor or someone whose
life was unusual or notable. If your
ancestor intrigues you there is a good
chance they will interest others.
If your subject lived within living
memory, be mindful of family
sensitivities; your version of events may
differ from others. If it helps, take
aspects of your ancestor’s character
and experiences as inspiration for
fiction, rather than sticking to a
factual account.
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Think creatively
Whether fact or fiction, you can make
your characters live and breathe for
the reader. Rather than working purely
from known facts such as names and
dates, spend some time getting to
know them from the inside before you
start to write about them. Ask yourself
these questions and allow yourself to
speculate and imagine:
1. What did they look like?
Get to grips with their physical
appearance. Describe their hair,
eyes, how they might have stood or
walked, the sound of their voice and
how (or even whether) they smiled
or laughed. Write a close description
of their hands. Were these the hands
of someone who did manual work,
or did they enjoy a life of leisure?
Draw on photographs or pictures
for inspiration if you have them; if
not, use what you know about their
occupation and way of life to imagine
their physical presence.
2. Where did they live?

Build a picture of their life through
everyday details. Describe their home,
beginning with the kitchen or the
room in which they slept. Again, if
you have pictures, study them for
detail, but allow yourself to imagine
as well. What might they have kept
underneath their bed, or in a pocket?
The contents of a drawer or a box
hidden in a secret place can be
revealing. This sort of detail will draw
the reader in and make them want to
know more.
3. How did they tick?
This is where you can get to the
heart of your ancestor and find out
what motivated them. Think about
who they were closest to. What was
important to them? Did they have a
secret? How did they behave under
pressure? If you have decided to take
an ancestor’s story as the basis for
fiction, ask yourself ‘what would they
never do?’ then imagine them having
to do it. This will help you find the
dramatic moments in which they face
a challenge or overcome an obstacle;
the basis of your plot.

Putting pen to paper
When you have got to know your
ancestor thoroughly on the page, look
back over your writing and underline
their most important features. Now
try this: in no more than 10 words,
write their biography. It might seem
impossible, but remember the story
attributed to Ernest Hemingway who,
when challenged to write a story in six
words, produced ‘For sale, baby shoes,
never worn’. Limiting yourself to a
tight word count forces you to focus
on the most important aspect of a
story. If you can pinpoint this, you can
concentrate on the details that matter.
Next, choose a point of view. Write
an account of a typical day in the life
of your protagonist, up to about 600
words. Write in the third person (he,
she or they) as though you are looking
at them from the outside. Now rewrite
it in the first person, from their own
point of view (‘I’). Notice what you
learn by seeing the world through

‘Write your
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Your goals – check list
Here’s what you need to do to get to
know your characters and to start to
bring them to life:
l choose your central character or
group of characters
l choose whether to write a true
account, or whether to use your
ancestor as the basis for fiction
l write a description of them, asking
yourself questions to explore them
from the inside out
l choose your point of view and a
write ‘a day in the life’.

your character’s eyes. Remember, if
you choose the first person you can
only write about what they know. In
the third person you have more scope
to describe other experiences.

Writing tools
The Australian novelist Kate
Grenville’s book The Writing Book
(Allen and Unwin) is a useful guide
for writers of fiction and non-fiction,
including chapters on character
and point of view. Visit the BBC’s
Writers Room website, www.bbc.
co.uk/writersroom/write-a-script/
character, for tips on how to create
strong characters for scripts and
soap opera (which you may feel your
family history resembles!). The Arvon
Book of Life Writing is another source
of inspiration for writing biography,
autobiography and memoir, edited
by Sally Cline and Carole Angier
(Methuen 2010).

How to write a family history to remember
Capture your readers’ imagination. Jane Moss offers
tips to create a family history using all five senses
to evoke a place from the past and bring it to life for
your readers today.

R

esearch throws up the
dates, names and facts,
but how did it feel to live
in the places that feature
in your family history? You can get
closer to the reality, and give your
readers an authentic taste of the past,
if you use all five of the senses in your
descriptions.
Choose a place that is essential
to the story you want to tell; your
protagonist’s birthplace for instance,
or a room in the home in which
generations of your family have lived,
or a place of work such as a factory,

farmyard or ship at sea. There is no
substitute for visiting the place, if you
can. If your family still owns the house
or works in the same area, go there
to soak up its unique atmosphere.
Talk to relatives or eye witnesses who
remember it, asking them how it felt
to be in that landscape or location.
Use your notebook or voice recorder
to capture every detail while you
experience it or interview someone
who remembers it. Never think ‘I’ll
write it up later’. By the time you get
home, you’ll have forgotten valuable
details, believe me!

A 360-degree picture
As you stand or sit in the location,
start by describing everything you can
see. Make as many notes as you can to
describe the physical appearance. Note
down colours, the shape and scale, the
style of architecture, textures of brick
or woodwork, and any furnishings and
decorations that catch your eye.
Spend a few minutes with your
eyes closed and let the other senses
come into play. Notice any sounds;
breathe in and out to notice what you
can smell. When one of our senses is
stimulated it can lead to another; a
scent can trigger our sense of taste.
As you stand in an old kitchen can
you imagine the meals that were once
prepared there? Let your imagination
play as you focus on the sounds, scents
and flavours.
In a stately home or museum you

A sense of

Tips, tricks & case studies
may not be allowed to touch, but
if you can feel fabrics and other
materials such as wooden flooring
in a room where your ancestors
worked or slept, it will bring the
experience of living there closer to
you. Notice the temperature too;
was it always as warm or as cool as it
is now?
Look all around you (or imagine
looking), from left to right, ahead
and behind. Then look up and
down at the ground. Aim for a
360-degree picture and select the
most arresting impressions.
If you are unable physically to
visit the location, your research
can offer clues. Diaries and letters
will provide first-hand descriptions
of place. You can glean further
information from old maps,
paintings and photographs.

‘Write your
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Show don’t tell
When you are ready to write, the
senses will help you ‘show’ rather
than ‘tell’ the reader what it was like
to be there. Take this example: if
you describe the room in which your
ancestor slept as ‘cold’, it is factual
but flat. If you imagine the experience
of lying there in the cold you might
write ‘she shivered in the cold bed,
struggling to sleep’. You are conveying
the fact of the cold room, but also the
action (shivering) and the reaction
(struggling to sleep). You are enabling
the reader to understand what it was
like to be there.
Try to avoid cliché (‘The bed was
as cold as ice’), and steer clear of

Your goals – check list
l Choose a place, room or building
which is important to the telling of
your family history.
l If you can, visit it and make notes
using all the senses to capture its
atmosphere and appearance.
l Sift through any visual material
such as maps and photographs to
build as full a picture as possible.
l Imagine being in a specific room
or location and write your description
of it by ‘showing’ rather than ‘telling’
the reader what it was like to
be there.

place

unnecessary adjectives; they ‘tell’ the
reader too much. ‘The freezing cold
room was like ice’ tells the reader that
the room is cold twice over.
Don’t worry about departing from
the known facts; use the information
you have about the place to create an
atmospheric description that allows
you and the reader to visualise and
create their own rounded view. Use
your own intuition and knowledge of
comparable places to fill in the gaps.

Setting the scene
The chapter on ‘setting’ in The
Creative Writing Coursebook edited by
Julia Bell and Paul Magrs (Macmillan
2001) gives advice on how to create
settings from single rooms to whole
landscapes. And of course, you may
well have records to hand of the place
you’re writing about from among
your own family history archive.
Family photographs, postcards
collected, maps from decades past,
and household census listings with
former inhabitants are just a few of
the records that reveal details about
a place in the past, any of which you
could scan and include copies to
inspire and illustrate your writing.

How to write a family history to remember

Jane Moss asks ‘can you hear the voices?’ and explains how you
can enliven your story with authentic dialogue.

I

n a novel, dialogue performs two
functions: it tells us something
about the person who is speaking
and it moves the action along.
In biography, just as in fiction, you
can use dialogue to show the reader
something about a character’s life.
The words they use, their accent or
dialect, the specialist language of a

trade or profession, all contribute to
our understanding of what it was like
to be them. Tone, pace and pitch add
meaning too; we can tell whether a
person is relaxed, angry, happy or sad
from the way they speak.
The current generation will have
videos, podcasts, YouTube footage and
other recorded sources to draw upon,

but imagining how our more distant
ancestors spoke is a challenge. If you
have access to letters and diaries,
these can be a starting point. When
you read an ancestor’s first-hand

Images: © iStockphoto/Thinkstock.

Conjuring
the voices
of the
past

Tips, tricks & case studies
account of events, you can almost
hear their voice. If you lack these
sources, sound archives, including
oral history recordings, can provide
you with examples of how someone
from a specific part of the country
might have sounded. Newspapers,
journals and novels can also help you
imagine the tone of the times.

Use original sources
When you include dialogue, take care
only to write about what you know
from reported speech in primary
sources such as letters and diaries, or
conversations recounted by others.
In biography you can draw on a
correspondence between two people
to create a sense of the conversation
they might have had.
In a fictionalised account of the
past you can allow yourself more
freedom. Use original sources to
immerse yourself in the language of
the times, but pay attention to how the
character might be feeling, who they
are speaking to, and the effect this
would have on their way of speaking.
For instance, someone describing
their work might speak in a way that is
matter of fact, with information and
explanations, but if the person they
are describing it
to – such as an
apprentice – is
struggling to
understand, they
might become
impatient or
exasperated.
Consider the
difference this

‘Write your
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might make to the pace and tone
of their speech. They might speak
extra slowly or resort to short, clipped
sentences.

Move the action along
In everyday conversation we repeat
ourselves, interrupt and finish each
other’s sentences. If we wrote dialogue
like this it would be confusing and
slow to read. Your dialogue should
always move the action along.
Stephen King’s advice is to avoid
adverbs (his ‘On Writing, A Memoire
of the Craft’ is an entertaining and
informative read), especially when
attributing dialogue. For example:
‘“You can’t possibly marry the curate,”
he said incredulously’, tells us how to
read the dialogue. ‘“You can’t possibly
marry the curate,” he said’, conveys
the tone of voice effectively, without
the adverb, and lets the reader work it
out for themselves.
Use ‘said’ when you need to
remind the reader who is speaking;
otherwise, let the reader work it out
for themselves. Too many ‘he said’s
and ‘she said’s can be distracting.
Dialogue should be indented in the
same way as a new paragraph. When
someone new speaks, indent a new
line.
Approach strong regional accents
with care. If you use place names and
describe a rural or urban setting, the
reader will already know that your
story is set in (for example) Wales or
Yorkshire. A mention of place can
be enough to evoke the appropriate
accent.
Avoid over-punctuating with
exclamation marks to convey
emotions such as anger or excitement.
Like the dreaded adverb, they tell us
too much! (see what I mean?). Let the
words speak for themselves.

Search sound archives
Sound archives and oral
history are invaluable
resources for dialogue. The
British Library website offers
an online archive at sounds.
bl.uk. The BBC’s Listening
Project – bbc.co.uk/radio4/
features/the-listening-project
– captures conversations in a diverse
range of voices. The Writers Room
– www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom –
provides online inspiration for script

Your goals – check list
l Begin your own sound archive
using interviews and recorded
conversations with older relatives
and friends.
l Write a monologue in the voice of
an ancestor in which they describe
a typical day. This means you will
be writing in the first person and
getting into character as them. Use
the voice you hear in your head to
inform what goes on the page.
l Write a conversation between
two significant people in your family
history. Try to convey their moods;
perhaps one of them is happy and
the other anxious. You can identify
the likely emotions from the story
you are telling.
l Edit your dialogue, removing all
adverbs and keeping ‘said’ to a
minimum.

writing and dialogue, drawing on radio
and TV examples. And if you haven’t
already, take this opportunity to begin
recording conversations in the voices
of your family of all generations. As
email, texting and social networking
sites replace letter writing and diaries,
we may not have such a rich resource
of material to draw upon in the future.
The ‘real’ voices recorded now will be
the primary sources of the future.
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Lost the plot?
Go hunting for the plot. If you’ve
lost yours, you can find it with the help of
these tips from Jane Moss. And remember
it’s not always best to begin at the
beginning...

Y

ou might assume that the
best place to start the story of
your ancestor’s life is at the
beginning. But is it? If you
consider your own life, it’s possible
that not much of great interest
happened until you grew up and
became an Arctic explorer, sporting
hero, astronaut, or whatever else might
make others interested in your story.

Of course, if your ancestor was
a foundling in the workhouse,
or had a dramatic adventure
as a child, you will want to focus on
that episode; but otherwise the best
place to start is not necessarily at the
beginning.
To help you plan your narrative,
make a review of your research.
Which are the parts that get your
heart racing with anticipation? Which
are the episodes you would rather
skip; the parts where the story slows
down? If you revisit the timeline
we talked about at the start of
this series, you can see where
your strongest material
sits. This will be the
basis of your plot.

‘Write
your family
story’ guide

We’ll help you
write a page-turner

Tips, tricks & case studies
What’s the plot?
Plot is the series of events that make
up the whole story. You can set it out
in any of three ways:
1. Chronological order. This is the
‘this happened, then that happened...’
approach. It’s clear for the reader and
it drives forward towards the end, but
it might be boring, especially if there
are sections that are repetitive or
predictable.
2. Start half way through (or just
before the main action starts). This
plunges the reader right in, without a
slow build up. You can use ‘back story’
(events that happened earlier and are
relevant), if you need to reveal more
detail.
3. Start at the end. This is a structure
you often find in tales of famous
achievement. Think of the way a
sportsperson’s autobiography might
begin with the moment they won
the trophy that had evaded them for
years. The rest of the book will give
the reader the ‘before’ part of the
story, whether it is a rags to riches tale
or the story of overcoming physical
and emotional odds.

Images: © iStockphoto/Thinkstock.

Tools to help you write
compellingly
To make sure you have a plot, rather
than a string of loosely associated
events and characters, try writing a
100-word summary or, for a lengthy
piece, a one-page synopsis. This will
force you to focus on the important
elements. Take this example; Charlotte
Bronte’s Jane Eyre, in a nutshell:
A young woman, alone in the world,
falls in love with her employer. On
their wedding day he is revealed as a
bigamist. She runs away, distraught.
She meets new friends and makes a
Gustav Freytag devised his theory about
the stages that made a compelling story
a century-and-a-half ago, but it holds as
true as ever today.
Rising Action

Exposition

life for herself before realising she
still loves him. She returns to find him
and discovers he has lost everything,
including his sight, in a fire. She
marries him.
Even from this we can see that there
is a string of events and challenges
that Jane must overcome before
achieving happiness. The readers’
desire to see her succeed keeps the
pages turning.
Every compelling story – whether
short or long – is made up of a series
of plot ‘points’. In the 1860s a German
writer called Gustav Freytag worked
out that there are five stages to a
story. He drew them as a triangle or
pyramid and it is still used today by
novelists and screenwriters. Next time
you watch a film or read a novel, see
whether you can spot the shape.
1. Exposition leading to a challenge or
‘inciting incident’: the set up in which
we meet the main character and begin
to care about them. For example, a
young man meets a girl and they fall
in love, but he has to leave for war.
2. Rising action: the story gets
underway as they deal with events and
setbacks. So – they stay in touch and
he writes home to her from the Front,
until...
3. The climax: the point at which it
seems all is lost. Perhaps he returns
home on leave to find her house
bombed out.
4. Falling action: the part in which the
plot is resolved. He meets someone
who knows where she has moved, or
she traces him through a relative 40
years later. This leads to...
5. The denouement; in which they are
reunited.
If you try this, you might find that
what initially excited you about an
ancestor (their eccentric personality
Climax

Falling Action

Denouement
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Your goals – check list
l Revisit your timeline and decide
which part of the story to tell.
l If you already have a rough draft,
try cutting your first sentence,
paragraph or chapter. You might find
you don’t miss it!
l Write a synopsis, focusing on the
central theme and deciding what to
keep or cut. Check that you have
included Freytag’s essential stages
of exposition, rising action, climax,
falling action and denouement.
l If you are writing a long piece,
organise your material into a chapter
plan. Give each one a title and
consider how to end it in a way that
makes the reader want to read on.
Use cliff-hangers and teasers to keep
the pages turning.

or a notable achievement, for
instance) is not enough to sustain
the story. You will need to mine your
research and use your imagination
to flesh the story out with setbacks
and turning points to keep the
reader hooked. This is where you are
extremely fortunate to be writing
about the lives of your ancestors as
real life is full of such twists and turns
of both fate and good fortune.

How to write a family history to remember

How to avoid
writer’s block

Discover how to make the most of drafting and re-working with Jane Moss and
enjoy seeing your family story take shape.

W

ouldn’t it be wonderful to write
your family history from start to
finish, then sit back with a satisfied
expression? Well, perhaps. In
reality, it is more likely to take you several drafts
and a good deal of tweaking before you are
pleased with the end result. The business of
revising and editing is part of the process and
can be as satisfying an activity as researching
and writing. With each successive draft you get
closer to the final, polished version.
Writing is a lengthy business. You begin
with the idea, you research and make notes,
find inspiration in the details, then, at last, sit
down to write. And that is where the challenge
really starts. Whatever format you have chosen
– whether it’s a biography focusing on a single
life, a collection of stories illustrating episodes

Tips, tricks & case studies
in your family’s history, or a wartsand-all family saga – you need stamina
to see it through.

Tips to keep going
These tips will help you sustain your
writing energy as the story unfolds.
1. Establish a writing routine. Some of
us are early birds, others night owls.
Write at a time of day and for a length
of time that suits you.
2. Make time for your writing. Let
others know when you are writing, so
they can respect your need for peace
and quiet while you write.
3. Set targets. Perhaps you aim to
complete a couple of thousand words
a week, or a thousand a day – you
choose what is realistic. No two writers
are the same when it comes to how
many words they consider a good day’s
work.
4. Keep positive. If you miss a target
don’t beat yourself up. You are in
charge and you can change the
finishing post. Congratulate yourself
on whatever you manage.
5. Stay inspired. Surround yourself
with your research so you can be
inspired by pictures, records and
memorabilia.
6. Take a break. If you need a rest, take
one, and you’ll return with a fresh eye,
able to sort out issues more quickly
and easily.

Make drafting work for you
In the early stages of writing, put aside
thoughts of perfection. Your first
draft is your opportunity simply to get
the story down. You can go back and
polish it later, so don’t worry about
getting every word, sentence and
paragraph right first time. Write freely,
enjoy the story and let it flow.

Once you have your first draft down,
leave it for a while. How long is up to
you, but certainly sleep on it. When
you re-read it, you will see things you
missed before. When you revise, ask
yourself:
l Is the story coming across clearly?
l Are the central characters jumping
off the page?
l Are you using the senses in your
descriptions, to bring time and place
alive for the reader?
l Is the point of view, whether first or
third person, helping to convey your
ancestors’ experiences?
l Is the tense consistent? Watch out
for slips from present into past or vice
versa; it’s easily done!
l Is the dialogue conveying character
and moving the action along?
l Have you found the right tone? If
the story is a comic one, does reading
it make you smile? If it is sad, does the
reader feel moved?
l Have you stuck to your theme? Be
on the alert for material that isn’t
relevant; you can always keep it for
another day.
l Is there enough action? Does the
pace flag or will the reader get bored?
l What can you cut? ‘Less is more’ is
a good mantra if you want to produce
writing that is compelling to read.

Help! I’m stuck
It happens to the best of us. Some call
it writer’s block. If you get stuck, take
a break. The solution may pop into
your head when you least expect it.
The mind has a habit of solving writing
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Your goals – check list
l Set yourself a deadline to finish
your first draft.
l Print out what you’ve written so
far, or re-read your handwritten copy.
Make notes on what you will add,
move or change in a subsequent
draft.
l Remember, you have the power. If
it isn’t right first time, you can fix it.

problems for us while we’re engaged
in other activities.
If you’ve hit a gap in your research
that means you simply don’t know
what happened next, look back
through your material for clues and
inspiration. Alternatively, improvise
by giving yourself a prompt: ‘What
would he have done if...?’. Write
freely, allowing your imagination and
empathy with your ancestor’s situation
to answer the question.
If you are still stuck, carry on
writing the rest of the story and go
back later to sort out the tricky part.
Think of it as a hole in the road, step
over it and carry on.
Always keep your ideal reader in
mind and write for them. What will
they be interested in? For instance,
if you are writing for children, enter
their world and be alert for overcomplicated language or too adult a
perspective. Staying focused on your
reader will help you decide what to
include and what to leave out.

How to write a family history to remember

Doing the
right thing
Keep your family story out of trouble: Jane Moss offers advice
on how to treat relatives’ sensitivities diplomatically and ensure
that your work doesn’t run into copyright issues.

W

hy do we embark on
family history research?
For many of us the
answer lies in answering
the big question, ‘where do I come
from?’. Research may confirm what
we already suspected from the
stories handed down to us in family
mythology – but it can sometimes
challenge or even explode those
myths. Our family’s identity may be
founded on a set of inherited beliefs
about ‘who we are and where we
come from’, but what if the stories
and memories that underpin those
beliefs prove unreliable? When facts
contradict inherited wisdom, the
version we write about can open an
ethical can of worms.

Secrets & lies
Say your research has uncovered
a family secret; perhaps a scandal
or a long-forgotten tragedy. It may
be fascinating, but it may also be
challenging to your living relatives.
In your passion to tell the story and

set the record straight, you may stub
your toes on the sensitivities of those
who would prefer not to have family
laundry aired in public. The truth can
be upsetting.
Bear in mind as well that, while
we live in an age in which younger
generations are used to sharing
personal information online and
through social networks, privacy is still
important to older family members.
If there is someone in the family who
might be disturbed by revelations
in your research, be ready to talk to
them. Explain that your research has
thrown up some surprises and that
you feel it is important to write about
them truthfully. Hold your nerve but
be kind. Be prepared to acknowledge
others’ interpretations of events. A
balanced account that acknowledges
more than one side to the story will
make for more interesting reading
than the blunt facts; in a worst-case
scenario, it will also help you avoid
accusations of libel, should your
account include living people.

Fact & fiction
If you are using family research as a
basis for fiction, be very clear about
the difference between reality and
your fictionalised account. If you stay
close to actual events you will be better
off acknowledging it as biographical
or ‘based on a true story’. Writers
of fiction take inspiration from real
events, but the statement often seen at
the start of a film or novel is there for
good reason: ‘This is a work of fiction.
Any resemblance to persons alive or
dead is coincidental,’ draws a clear line
between fact and fiction.
If in doubt, or if your story is
historically-inspired rather than a
family history, consider changing the
age or gender of key characters, the
location or period in which the action
is set. This pushes you to be creative
and imaginative in the way you
develop your story from the first spark.

When to acknowledge your
sources
You will probably be working from two
types of research:
1 Primary research, which has not
been published before, such as:
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Your goals – check list
l Put yourself in the reader’s shoes
and ask ‘who might take issue with
this?’
l Talk to family members to prepare
them for sensitive material.
l Copyright your material and date
it.
l Acknowledge your sources using
the Open University style as your
guide.

will tell you how to contact them, or
you can look up their publisher in the
Writers and Artists Yearbook, available
from libraries and booksellers. There
will normally be a small fee and a
requirement that the source is fully
acknowledged.
l Unpublished letters and diaries
l Oral history in the form of family
stories passed down verbally
l Other unpublished sources such as
photographs.
2 Secondary sources, including:
l Published accounts of historical
events and personalities
l Information already in the ‘public
domain’ such as journalism, articles,
websites and other published sources.

Copyright your own work
Primary research is yours to use
as you wish, but if you quote from a
secondary source you must reference
the author and their published
work, and make a clear distinction
between your writing and theirs. This
is vital if you plan to publish (and,
by implication, make money from
sales), otherwise you risk infringing
another author’s copyright. If you
intend to keep it in the family, or
for a small circle of readers, it is still
worth preparing a bibliography and
citing your sources in the text, for
the sake of producing a polished and
authoritative piece of writing. The
Open University guide gives guidance
on how to credit other writers. See
www.open.ac.uk/library/help/
helpsheets/cite.html.
You must get permission to quote
anything longer than a few sentences.
This isn’t as onerous as it sounds
and it’s worth getting right. You
can contact the author direct or go
through their agent or publisher. They
may have their own website, which

There is no formal legal system of
registration for copyright in the
UK, but you can establish your own
copyright on your original written
material, simply by adding the ©
symbol with your name and date. This
establishes you as the author with
rights to the material. For detailed and
impartial advice about how and when
to protect your own copyright further,
visit www.ipo.gov.uk/copy.htm.

How to write a family history to remember

Sending your
story out into
the world

‘Write
your family
story’ guide

Jane Moss brings our ‘write your family
story’ series to a close with advice
about publishing your family history,
so you can share it with family,
friends and even the world.

C

ongratulate yourself. If
you’ve followed this series
from the start, by now you’ll
potentially be producing
a well-planned, gripping, moving,
stirring, riveting, hilarious (tick any
that apply), fictional or factual written
account of your family history. You
will have considered how to structure
your story, how to write compellingly
about people and events, and how
to bring the past alive on the page
by injecting sensory detail into your
descriptions. In the process, you may
have uncovered fresh material and
made some tough choices about what
to include or omit.
It’s a long journey, but you can feel
proud to have made it to the end with
a finished piece of writing that others
will be interested to read (you hope).
What will you do next? Here are some
choices.

Self-publishing
In the age of the internet, some
of the best and most cost-effective
options are online. So-called ‘vanity
publishers’ will print your work for a
fee, but online publishing can be free
(or virtually free), because you do all
the editing yourself. The website www.

blurb.co.uk is
one example of
an online book-making
tool that enables you to produce a
high-quality printed product. You
can choose from style templates that
include anything from a photo-album
to children’s books and cookery
book formats. If you want to make
presentation copies for family and
friends, this can be a good route to
take. You’ll pay for the limited print
run, but you may also be able to sell
copies through the supplier’s website.

Rather than
print, you can
publish purely online.
Amazon Kindle enables writers to
publish in a variety of ebook formats.
Tutorials are available at kdp.amazon.
com, while www.ancestorebooks.
com is a dedicated family history
ebook publishing website. Blogging is
another low or no cost option; www.
wordpress.com and www.blogger.
com are just two of the blogging sites
that offer easy low cost ways to set up
a blog or website. Geneabloggers.
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Your goals – check list
l Give your writing a final proof read,
checking carefully for every stray
comma and mis-spelling.
l Send it out into the world in
whatever format you have chosen,
online, in print or via an agent.
l Now... what will you write about
next? If you’ve got the writing habit,
carry on!

com also offers blog creating facilities,
and provides a home for your family
history blog, with genealogy blogging
tips and more.

Register for an ISBN
An ISBN (an International Standard
Book Number) is a 13-digit number
that enables publishers, booksellers
and libraries to order your book. You’ll
need one if you plan to self-publish
and sell your book. ISBNs are issued
by the Neilsen UK ISBN Agency.
They come in minimum batches of
10 costing £126 (including VAT). If
your book is to be published by an
independent or commercial publisher,
they will provide the ISBN for you.
See www.isbn.nielsenbook.co.uk for
guidance on how to apply for an ISBN.

Images: © rangsan paidaen/Shutterstock.

Approaching a specialist
publisher
If your story lends itself to a specific
publisher, such as a small independent
press dealing with naval history, it
is worth finding out who publishes
in your field. Comparable books in
bookshops and specialist libraries will
give you clues; the Writers and Artists
Yearbook (www.writersandartists.co.uk)
is also a good source. Independent
specialist publishers are often happy
to have a direct approach from an
author with an interesting story; the
same goes for specialist magazines
and journals.

Pitch your book to an
agent
Agents are the bridge between
a writer and a publisher.
Like publishers, they tend to

specialise, and they are the route into
more commercial publishing. Do
your research by studying the listings
in the Writers and Artists Yearbook and
by finding out who is interested in
comparable authors and subject
matter. A simple Google search or a
visit to an author’s website will usually
tell you who is representing them.
Once you’ve identified a shortlist
of agents, check their websites to find
out what they are looking for and
how they like to be approached. The
same advice applies if you decide to
approach a publisher direct. Only give
them what they want. In most cases
this means a synopsis of your story (a
side of A4, typically), some sample
chapters, and a covering letter that
says a little about you and the story you
want them to consider.
Check everything carefully before
you send it; make your submission
as well-presented as possible
and remember to keep a copy of
everything you send. It’s not a good
idea to send the whole manuscript,
unless they have asked for it, and
avoid saying ‘my family and friends all
think this is a brilliant story’. An agent
needs to know whether your story will
sell to a wider market.
Do not lose heart if
you receive a rejection.
It happens to the best
writers and it means
the story is not right for
that particular agent or
publisher. Be ready to
send it straight out again
to the next name on
your list. If you receive
feedback as part of
a rejection, it shows
the agent has read
your submission and
thought about it, which
is an achievement.
Be prepared to take
it on board. If they

say something like ‘this would work
better as fiction’, or ‘I recommend you
restructure it to improve the pace’
that is valuable – and free – advice.
Finally, enjoy what you have
created. Next to pure imagination,
family history is one of the richest
sources we have of stories that move,
entertain and inspire us. You have
made something lasting from records,
memories and anecdotes that will
certainly be something that future
generations will appreciate and
treasure. Whether you publish or not,
that is an achievement.
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